
Overview
Health care organizations are using artificial intelligence (AI)—which the U.S. Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA) defines as “the science and engineering of making intelligent machines”—for a growing range of clinical, 
administrative, and research purposes. This AI software can, for example, help health care providers diagnose 
diseases, monitor patients’ health, or assist with rote functions such as scheduling patients. 

Although AI offers unique opportunities to improve health care and patient outcomes, it also comes with 
potential challenges. AI-enabled products, for example, have sometimes resulted in inaccurate, even potentially 
harmful, recommendations for treatment.1 These errors can be caused by unanticipated sources of bias in the 
information used to build or train the AI, inappropriate weight given to certain data points analyzed by the tool, 
and other flaws. 

The regulatory framework governing these tools is complex. FDA regulates some—but not all—AI-enabled 
products used in health care, and the agency plays an important role in ensuring the safety and effectiveness of 
those products under its jurisdiction. The agency is currently considering how to adapt its review process for AI-
enabled medical devices that have the ability to evolve rapidly in response to new data, sometimes in ways that 
are difficult to foresee.2
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This brief describes current and potential uses of AI in health care settings and the challenges these technologies 
pose, outlines how and under what circumstances they are regulated by FDA, and highlights key questions 
that will need to be addressed to ensure that the benefits of these devices outweigh their risks. It will take a 
collective effort by FDA, Congress, technology developers, and the health care industry to ensure the safety and 
effectiveness of AI-enabled technology.      

What is AI and how is it used in health care?
AI refers to the ability of a machine to perform a task that mimics human behavior, including problem-solving 
and learning.3 It can be used for a range of purposes, including automating tasks, identifying patterns in data, 
and synthesizing multiple sources of information. In health care, AI technologies are already used in fields that 
rely on image analysis, such as radiology and ophthalmology, and in products that process and analyze data from 
wearable sensors to detect diseases or infer the onset of other health conditions.4 

AI programs can also predict patient outcomes based on data collected from electronic health records, such 
as determining which patients may be at higher risk for disease or estimating who should receive increased 
monitoring. One such model identifies patients in the emergency room who may be at increased risk for 
developing sepsis based on factors such as vital signs and test results from electronic health records.5 Another 
hospital system has developed a model that aims to better predict which discharged patients are likely to be 
readmitted following their release compared with other risk-assessment tools.6 Other health care systems 
will likely follow suit in developing their own models as the technology becomes more accessible and well-
established, and as federal regulations implement efforts to facilitate data exchange between electronic health 
record systems and mobile applications, a process known as interoperability.7 

Finally, AI can also play a role in research, including pharmaceutical development, combing through large sets 
of clinical data to improve a drug’s design, predict its efficacy, and discover novel ways to treat diseases.8 The 
COVID-19 pandemic might help drive advances in AI in the clinical context, as hospitals and researchers have 
deployed it to support research, predict patient outcomes, and diagnose the disease.9 Some examples of AI 
products developed for use against COVID-19 include:10  

 • COViage, a software prediction system that assesses whether hospitalized COVID-19 patients are at high 
risk of needing intubation.11

 • CLEWICU System, prediction software that identifies which ICU COVID-19 patients are at risk for 
respiratory failure or low blood pressure.12

 • An AI model developed by Mount Sinai Health System that analyzes computed tomography (CT) scans of 
the chest and patient data to rapidly detect COVID-19.13

 • An AI tool developed by researchers at the University of Minnesota, along with Epic Systems and M Health 
Fairview, that can evaluate chest X-rays to diagnose possible cases of COVID-19.14

How are AI products developed?
AI can be developed using a variety of techniques. In traditional, or rules-based, approaches, an AI program will 
follow human-prescribed instructions for how to process data and make decisions, such as being programmed 
to alert a physician each time a patient with high blood pressure should be prescribed medication.15 Rules-based 
approaches are usually grounded in established best practices, such as clinical practice guidelines or literature.16 
On the other hand, machine learning (ML) algorithms—also referred to as a data-based approach—“learn” 
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from numerous examples in a dataset without being explicitly programmed to reach a particular answer or 
conclusion.17 ML algorithms can learn to decipher patterns in patient data at scales larger than a human can 
analyze while also potentially uncovering previously unrecognized correlations.18 Algorithms may also work at a 
faster pace than a human. These capabilities could be especially useful in health care settings, which can provide 
continuous streams of data from sources, including patient medical records and clinical studies.19 

Most ML-driven applications use a supervised approach in which the data used to train and validate the 
algorithm is labeled in advance by humans; for example, a collection of chest X-rays taken of people who have 
lung cancer and those who do not, with the two groups identified for the AI software. The algorithm examines all 
examples within the training dataset to “learn” which features of a chest X-ray are most closely correlated with 
the diagnosis of lung cancer and uses that analysis to predict new cases. Developers then test the algorithm to 
see how generalizable it is; that is, how well it performs on a new dataset, in this case, a new set of chest X-rays. 
Further validation is required by the end user, such as the health care practice, to ensure that the algorithm is 
accurate in real-world settings. Unsupervised learning is also possible, in which an algorithm does not receive 
labeled data and instead infers underlying patterns within a dataset.20

Challenges and risks with AI-enabled products 
Like any digital health tool, AI models can be flawed, presenting risks to patient safety. These issues can stem 
from a variety of factors, including problems with the data used to develop the algorithm, the choices that 
developers make in building and training the model, and how the AI-enabled program is eventually deployed. 

AI programs should be built and trained appropriately

AI algorithms need to be trained on large, diverse datasets to be generalizable across a variety of populations 
and to ensure that they are not biased in a way that affects their accuracy and reliability. These challenges 
can resemble those for other health care products. For example, if a drug is tested in a clinical trial population 
that is not sufficiently representative of the actual populations it will be used in, it will not work as well when 
implemented in real-world clinical settings. In AI, similarly, any model must be evaluated carefully to ensure that 
its performance can be applied across a diverse set of patients and settings.

However, such datasets are often difficult and expensive to assemble because of the fragmented U.S. health care 
system, characterized by multiple payers and unconnected health record systems. These factors can increase 
the propensity for error due to datasets that are incomplete or inappropriately merged from multiple sources.21 
A 2020 analysis of data used to train image-based diagnostic AI systems found that approximately 70% of the 
studies that were included used data from three states, and that 34 states were not represented at all. Algorithms 
developed without considering geographic diversity, including variables such as disease prevalence and 
socioeconomic differences, may not perform as well as they should across a varied array of real-world settings.22

The data collection challenges and the inequalities embedded within the health care system contribute to 
bias in AI programs that can affect product safety and effectiveness and reinforce the disparities that have 
led to improper or insufficient treatment for many populations, particularly minority groups.23 For example, 
cardiovascular disease risks in populations of races and ethnicities that are not White have been both 
overestimated and underestimated by algorithms trained with data from the Framingham Heart Study, which 
mostly involved White patients.24 Similarly, if an algorithm developed to help detect melanoma is trained heavily 
on images of patients with lighter skin tones, it may not perform as well when analyzing lesions on people of 
color, who already present with more advanced skin disease and face lower survival rates than White patients.25 
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Bias can also occur when an algorithm developed in one setting, such as a large academic medical center, is 
applied in another, such as a small rural hospital with fewer resources. If not adapted and validated for its new 
context, an AI program may recommend treatments that are not available or appropriate in a facility with less 
access to specialists and cutting-edge technology.26 

Moreover, assembling sufficiently large patient datasets for AI-enabled programs can raise complex questions 
about data privacy and the ownership of personal health data. Protections to ensure that sensitive patient data 
remains anonymous are vital.27 Some health systems are sharing their patients’ data with technology companies 
and digital startups to develop their AI-based programs, sometimes without those patients’ knowledge. There is 
ongoing debate over whether patients should consent to having their data shared, and whether they should share 
in the profits from products that outside entities develop using their data.28 However, anonymizing patient data 
can pose its own challenges, as it can sometimes undermine efforts to ensure the representativeness of large 
datasets; if patient demographics are unknown to AI developers, then they may not be able to detect bias in the 
data.

Ensuring safe and effective use of AI-enabled products 

Once an AI-enabled program has been developed, it must be used in a way that ensures that it consistently 
performs as expected. This can be a complex undertaking, depending on the purpose of the AI model and how it 
is updated.

ML algorithms, for example, fall along a spectrum from “locked” to “adaptive” (also referred to as “continuous 
learning”). In a locked algorithm, the same input will always produce the same result unless the developer 
updates the program. In contrast, an adaptive algorithm has the potential to update itself based on new data, 
meaning that the same input could generate different decisions and recommendations over time.29 Either type of 
algorithm presents its own challenges.

Locked algorithms can degrade as new treatments and clinical practices arise or as populations alter over 
time. These inevitable changes may make the real-world data entered into the AI program vastly different from 
its training data, leading the software to yield less accurate results. An adaptive algorithm could present an 
advantage in such situations, because it may learn to calibrate its recommendations in response to new data, 
potentially becoming more accurate than a locked model. However, allowing an adaptive algorithm to learn and 
adapt on its own also presents risks, including that it may infer patterns from biased practices or underperform in 
small subgroups of patients.30 

AI-enabled programs can also pose risks if they are not deployed appropriately and monitored carefully. One 
study found that a widely used algorithm disproportionately recommended White patients for high-risk care 
management programs, which provide intensive—and often expensive—services to people with complex health 
needs. Several health systems relied on the algorithm to identify patients who were most likely to benefit. 
However, the algorithm used higher health care costs as a proxy for medical need. Because Black patients are 
less likely to have access to care, even if they are insured, their health care costs tend to be lower. As a result, the 
algorithm systematically underestimated their health needs and excluded them from high-risk care programs.31 

Other challenges relate to the explainability of the output—that is, how easy it is to explain to the end user 
how a program produced a certain result—and the lack of transparency around how an AI-enabled program 
was developed. Some AI programs, for example, are referred to as “black-box” models because the algorithms 
are derived from large datasets using complex techniques and reflect underlying patterns that may be too 
convoluted for a person, including the initial programmer, to understand. AI companies may also choose to keep 
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their algorithms confidential, as proprietary information.32 Moreover, companies do not always publicly report 
detailed information on the datasets they use to develop or validate algorithms, limiting the ability of health care 
providers to evaluate how well the AI will perform for their patients. For example, a report examining companies’ 
public summaries about their FDA-approved AI tools found that, of the 10 products approved for breast imaging, 
only one included a breakdown of the racial demographics in the dataset used to validate the algorithm. Breast 
cancer is significantly more likely to be fatal in Black women, who may be diagnosed at later stages of the disease 
and who experience greater barriers to care. Some or all of the AI devices in question may have been trained 
and validated on diverse patient populations, but the lack of public disclosure means that health care providers 
and patients might not have all the information they need to make informed decisions about the use of these 
products.33 

In addition, patients are often not aware when an AI program has influenced the course of their care; these tools 
could, for example, be part of the reason a patient does not receive a certain treatment or is recommended for 
a potentially unnecessary procedure.34 Although there are many aspects of health care that a patient may not 
fully understand, in a recent patient engagement meeting hosted by FDA, some committee members—including 
patient advocates—expressed a desire to be notified when an AI product is part of their care. This desire included 
knowing if the data the model was trained on was representative of their particular demographics, or if it had 
been modified in some way that changed its intended use.35    

Given the complexity of these products and the challenge of deploying them, health systems may need to recruit 
or train staff members with the technical skills to evaluate these models, understand their limitations, and 
implement them effectively. A provider’s trust in—and ability to correctly and appropriately use—an AI tool is 
fundamental to its safety and effectiveness, and these human factors may vary significantly across institutions 
and even individuals.36 If providers do not understand how and why an algorithm arrived at a particular decision 
or result, they may struggle to interpret the result or apply it to a patient.

Software developers, health care providers, policymakers, and patients all have a role to play in addressing these 
various challenges. Regulatory agencies also may need to adapt their current oversight processes to keep pace 
with the rapid shifts underway in this field. 

How and under what circumstances does FDA regulate AI 
products? 
FDA is tasked with ensuring the safety and effectiveness of many AI-driven medical products. The agency largely 
regulates software based on its intended use and the level of risk to patients if it is inaccurate. If the software is 
intended to treat, diagnose, cure, mitigate, or prevent disease or other conditions, FDA considers it a medical 
device.37 Most products considered medical devices and that rely on AI/ML are categorized as Software as 
a Medical Device (SaMD).38 Examples of SaMD include software that helps detect and diagnose a stroke by 
analyzing MRI images, or computer-aided detection (CAD) software that processes images to aid in detecting 
breast cancer.39 Some consumer-facing products—such as certain applications that run on a smartphone—may 
also be classified as SaMD.40 By contrast, FDA refers to a computer program that is integral to the hardware of a 
medical device—such as one that controls an X-ray panel—as Software in a Medical Device.41 These products can 
also incorporate AI technologies.
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Examples of FDA Cleared or Approved AI-Enabled Products 

IDx-DR: Detects diabetic retinopathy

This software analyzes images of the eye to determine whether the patient should be 
referred to an eye professional because the images portray more than mild diabetic 
retinopathy or the patient should be rescreened in a year because the images were 
negative for more than mild diabetic retinopathy.42

OsteoDetect: Detects and diagnoses wrist fractures

This software analyzes X-rays for signs of distal radius fracture and marks the location 
of the fracture to aid in detection and diagnosis.43

ContaCT: Detects a possible stroke and notifies a specialist 

This software analyzes CT images of the brain for indicators usually associated with 
a stroke, and immediately texts a specialist if a suspected large vessel blockage is 
identified, potentially involving the specialist sooner than the usual standard of care.44 

Guardian Connect System: Continuous glucose monitoring system

This product monitors glucose levels in the tissues of a diabetic patient, using a sensor 
inserted under the skin, either on an arm or on the abdomen. A transmitter processes and 
sends this information wirelessly to an application installed on a mobile device. Patients 
can use the program to monitor whether their glucose levels are too low or high.45

Embrace2: Wearable seizure monitoring device 

This product monitors physiological signals through a device worn on the wrist. If the 
technology senses activity that may indicate a seizure, it will send a command to a 
paired wireless device programmed to alert the patient’s designated caregiver. The 
system will also record and store data from its sensors for future review by a health 
care professional.46 

FibriCheck: Mobile application to detect atrial fibrillation

This application uses either a smartphone camera or sensors in a smartwatch to 
analyze and record heart rhythms. This information, along with symptoms the patient 
is prompted to enter, are aggregated into a report along with next steps for the patient, 
if necessary.47
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As with any medical device, AI-enabled software is subject to FDA review based on its risk classification. Class 
I devices—such as software that solely displays readings from a continuous glucose monitor—pose the lowest 
risk. Class II devices are considered to be moderate to high risk, and may include AI software tools that analyze 
medical images such as mammograms and flag suspicious findings for a radiologist to review.48 Most Class II 
devices undergo what is known as a 510(k) review (named for the relevant section of the Federal Food, Drug, 
and Cosmetic Act), in which a manufacturer demonstrates that its device is “substantially equivalent” to an 
existing device on the market with the same intended use and technological characteristics.49 One study found 
that the majority of FDA-reviewed AI-based devices on the market have come through FDA’s 510(k) pathway. 
However, the authors note that they relied on publicly available information, and because the agency does not 
require companies to categorize their devices as AI/ML-based in public documents, it is difficult to know the true 
number.50

Alternatively, certain Class I and Class II device manufacturers may submit a De Novo request to FDA, which can 
be used for devices that are novel but whose safety and underlying technology are well understood, and which 
are therefore considered to be lower risk.51 Several AI-driven devices currently on the market—such as IDx-DR, 
OsteoDetect, and ContaCT (see the text box, “Examples of FDA Cleared or Approved AI-Enabled Products”)—
are Class II devices that were reviewed through the De Novo pathway.52 

Class III devices pose the highest risk. They include products that are life-supporting, life-sustaining, or 
substantially important in preventing impairment of human health. These devices must undergo the full 
premarket approval process, and developers must submit clinical evidence that the benefits of the product 
outweigh the risks.53 The continuous glucose monitoring system, Guardian Connect system, was approved 
through a premarket approval.54 

Once a device is on the market, FDA takes a risk-based approach to determine whether it will require premarket 
review of any changes the developer makes. In general, each time a manufacturer significantly updates the 
software or makes other changes that would substantially affect the device’s performance, the device may be 
subject to additional FDA review, although the process for this evaluation differs depending on the device’s risk 
classification and the nature of the change. 

Continues on next page

Exemptions From FDA Review

Congress excluded certain health-related software from the definition of a medical device in the 21st 
Century Cures Act of 2016.55 Exemptions in the law include software that:

Is intended for administrative support of a health care facility.

 • Example: software for scheduling, practice and inventory management, or to process and maintain 
financial records. 

Is intended for maintaining or encouraging a healthy lifestyle and is unrelated to the diagnosis, cure, 
mitigation, prevention, or treatment of a disease or condition.

 • Example: mobile applications that actively monitor exercise, provide daily motivational tips to reduce 
stress, or offer tools to promote or encourage healthy eating.
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Is intended to serve as electronic patient records, including patient-provided information, and its function 
is not intended to interpret or analyze patient records (including imaging data) for the purpose of 
diagnosis, cure, mitigation, prevention, or treatment.

 • Example: mobile applications that allow patients with a certain medical condition to record 
measurements or other events to share with their health care provider as part of a disease 
management plan, or that allow health care providers to access their patient’s personal health record 
hosted on a web-based or other platform.

Is intended for transferring, storing, converting formats, or displaying data or results.

 • Example: software functions that display medical device data without modifying the data.

Is not intended to acquire, process, or analyze data from scanning or diagnostic devices such as MRIs or 
in vitro clinical tests, AND is used for the purpose of:

1.) Displaying, analyzing, or printing medical data, such as patient information or peer-reviewed clinical 
studies. 

2.) Supporting or providing medical recommendations to a health care professional, on the condition that 
the software allows the provider to independently review how those recommendations were made.

 • Example: certain clinical decision support software.

Source: 21st Century Cures Act of 2016, Food and Drug Administration

Clinical decision support (CDS) software is a broad term that FDA defines as technologies that provide health 
care providers and patients with “knowledge and person-specific information, intelligently filtered or presented 
at appropriate times to enhance health and health care.”56 Studies have shown that CDS software can improve 
patient care.57 These products can have device and nondevice applications. To be exempt from the definition of 
device, and not regulated by FDA, CDS software must meet criteria that Congress set in the 21st Century Cures 
Act of 2016. (See the text box, “Exemptions From FDA Review.”)  

Crucially, the CDS software must support or provide recommendations to health care providers as they make 
clinical decisions, but the software cannot be intended to replace a provider’s independent judgment. That is, 
the software can inform decisions, but it cannot be intended as the driving factor behind them. Otherwise, the 
software must be regulated as a medical device by the agency. The distinction between informing and driving a 
decision can be difficult to assess and has proved challenging for FDA to describe as it attempts to implement 
the law. The agency released draft guidance in 2017 on how it would interpret those provisions with respect to 
CDS software. In response to feedback from product developers, which raised concerns that the agency was 
interpreting its authority too broadly, FDA officials revised and re-released the draft guidance in 2019. However, 
the 2019 guidance—in which FDA attempted to harmonize its interpretation of the 21st Century Cures Act 
with existing international criteria for software—has also drawn concerns from some health care provider 
organizations. They argue that the guidance may exclude too many types of software from review and that FDA 
needs to clarify how the agency would apply it to specific products.58 

This is particularly the case for CDS products—including those that rely on AI—developed and used by health 
care providers. Some health systems may be developing or piloting AI-driven CDS software for use within their 
own facility that might technically meet the definition of a medical device. The distinction between the practice of 
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medicine—which FDA does not regulate—and a device is unclear in circumstances in which a software program 
is developed and implemented within a single health care system and is not sold to an outside party. The agency 
has not publicly stated its position on this issue; however, current regulations do exempt licensed practitioners 
who manufacture or alter devices solely for use in their practice from product registration requirements.59 

Hospital accrediting bodies (such as The Joint Commission), standards-setting organizations (such as the 
Association for the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation), and government actors may need to fill this gap 
in oversight to ensure patient safety as these tools are more widely adopted.60 For example, the Federal Trade 
Commission (FTC), which is responsible for protecting consumers and promoting fair market competition, 
published guidance in April 2020 for organizations using AI-enabled algorithms. Because algorithms that 
automate decision-making have the potential to produce negative or adverse outcomes for consumers, the 
guidance emphasizes the importance of using tools that are transparent, fair, robust, and explainable to the 
end consumer.61 One year later, the FTC announced that it may take action against those organizations whose 
algorithms may be biased or inaccurate.62 

Emerging FDA proposals for SaMD regulation
FDA officials have acknowledged that the rapid pace of innovation in the digital health field poses a significant 
challenge for the agency. They say new regulatory frameworks will be essential to allow the agency to ensure the 
safety and effectiveness of the devices on the market without unnecessarily slowing progress.63

In 2019, the agency began piloting an oversight framework called the Software Precertification Program, which, 
if fully implemented, would be a significant departure from its normal review process. Rather than reviewing 
devices individually, FDA would first evaluate the developer. If the organization meets certain qualifications 
and demonstrates it has rigorous processes to develop safe, effective devices, it would be able to undergo a 
significantly streamlined review process and make changes or even introduce products without going through 
premarket review. Nine companies participated in this pilot program. The lessons learned may help inform the 
development of a future regulatory model for software-based medical devices.64  However, some members of 
Congress have questioned FDA’s statutory authority to establish this program.65 Legislation may be required 
before FDA can fully implement it, and its appeal to software developers is not yet clear. 

The agency has also proposed a regulatory framework targeted to SaMD products that rely on an adaptive 
learning approach. Thus far, FDA has only cleared or approved AI devices that rely on a “locked” algorithm, which 
does not change over time unless it is updated by the developer. Adaptive algorithms, by contrast, have the 
potential to incorporate new data and “learn” in real time, meaning that the level of risk or performance of the 
product may also change rapidly. Given the speed and sometimes unpredictable nature of these changes, it can 
be difficult to determine when the SaMD’s algorithm may require additional review by the agency to ensure that 
it is still safe and effective for its intended use.

In a 2019 white paper, FDA outlined a potential approach to addressing this question of adaptive learning. It is 
based on four general principles:66 

1.   Clear expectations on quality systems and good machine learning practices. 

As with any device manufacturer, FDA expects SaMD developers to have an established system to 
ensure that their device meets the relevant quality standards and conforms to regulations. In addition, 
a developer would need to implement established best practices for developing an algorithm, known 
as Good Machine Learning Practices (GMLP). This set of standards is still evolving, and may eventually 
need to be included as an amendment to current Good Manufacturing Practice requirements for 
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devices.67 FDA has recently stated it needs industry and stakeholder input to address outstanding 
questions on what these good practices look like for algorithm design, training, and testing.68  

2. Premarket assessment of SaMD products that require it. 

Under this framework, developers would have the option to submit a plan for future modifications, called 
a predetermined change control plan, as part of the initial premarket review of an SaMD that relies on 
AI/ML. This plan would include the types of anticipated modifications that may occur and the approach 
the developer would use to implement those changes and reduce the associated risks.

3. Routine monitoring of SaMD products by manufacturers to determine when an algorithm change   
 requires FDA review.

Under the current regulatory framework, many changes to an SaMD product would likely require the 
developer to file a new premarket submission. In the proposed approach, if modifications are made 
within the bounds of the predetermined change control plan, developers would need only to document 
those changes. If the changes are beyond the scope of the change control plan but do not lead to a new 
intended use of the device (for example, the developer makes the SaMD compatible with other sources 
of data, or incorporates a different type of data), then FDA may perform a review of the change control 
plan alone and approve a new version. However, if the modifications lead to a new intended use (for 
example, by expanding the target patient population from adults to children), then FDA would likely 
need to conduct an additional premarket review. 

4. Transparency and real-world performance monitoring.

As part of this approach, FDA would expect a commitment from developers to adhere to certain 
principles of transparency and engage in ongoing performance monitoring. As such, developers would be 
expected to provide periodic reporting to the agency on implemented updates and performance metrics, 
among other requirements. 

The proposed framework would be a significant shift in how FDA currently regulates devices, and—as with the 
precertification program—the agency has acknowledged that certain aspects of the framework may require 
congressional approval to implement.69 Even if permission is granted, there are outstanding questions about how 
this framework would be implemented in practice and applied to specific devices. FDA is currently working on a 
series of follow-up documents that will provide further details on its proposed approach.70 

Most recently, the agency published the “Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning (AI/ML)-Based Software as 
a Medical Device (SaMD) Action Plan,” outlining its intended next steps. These include updating its proposed 
framework and issuing draft guidance on the predetermined change control plan, encouraging harmonization 
among technology developers on the development of GMLP, and holding a public workshop on medical device 
labeling to support transparency to end users. In addition, the agency will support efforts to develop methods for 
the evaluation and improvement of ML algorithms, including how to identify and eliminate bias, and to work with 
stakeholders to advance real-world performance monitoring pilots.71

Remaining questions and oversight gaps 
Especially as the use of AI products in health care proliferates, FDA and other stakeholders will need to develop 
clear guidelines on the clinical evidence necessary to demonstrate the safety and effectiveness of such products 
and the extent to which product labels need to specify limitations on their performance and generalizability. As 
part of this effort, the agency could consider requiring developers to provide public information about the data 
used to validate and test AI devices so that end users can better understand their benefits and risks. 
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FDA’s recent SaMD Action Plan is a good step forward, but the agency will still need to clarify other key issues, 
including: 

 • When a modification to an SaMD or an adaptive ML device requires premarket review. The draft guidance 
on the predetermined change control plan could be a critical part of this policy. 

 • Whether and how the Software Precertification Program can be extended beyond the pilot phase. 

 • The distinction between software regulated by FDA and exempt software, which will turn heavily on the 
difference between informing clinical decisions and driving them. 

 • How GMLP, when they are developed, will intersect with the current quality system regulations that apply 
to all devices.

 • How software updates and potential impacts on performance will be communicated to end users. 

In addition, because there are products otherwise excluded from the definition of a medical device, another 
oversight body may need to play a role in ensuring patient safety, particularly for AI-enabled software not subject 
to FDA’s authority. Further, for AI products used in the drug development process, FDA may need to provide 
additional guidance on the extent and type of evidence necessary to validate that products are working as 
intended.72 

To fully seize the potential benefits that AI can add to the health care field while simultaneously ensuring 
the safety of patients, FDA may need to forge partnerships with a variety of stakeholders, including hospital 
accreditors, private technology firms, and other government actors such as the Office of the National Coordinator 
for Health Information Technology, which promulgates key standards for many software products, or the Centers 
for Medicare and Medicaid Services, which makes determinations about which technologies those insurance 
programs will cover. And, as previously mentioned, Congress may need to grant FDA additional authorities before 
the agency can implement some of its proposed policies, particularly as they relate to the precertification pilot.

Conclusion
AI represents a transformational opportunity to improve patient outcomes, drive efficiency, and expedite 
research across health care. As such, health care providers, software developers, and researchers will continue 
to innovate and develop new AI products that test the current regulatory framework. FDA is attempting to meet 
these challenges and develop policies that can enable innovation while protecting public health, but there are 
many questions that the agency will need to address in order to ensure that this happens. As these policies 
evolve, legislative action may also be necessary to resolve the regulatory uncertainties within the sector. 
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 Glossary
Explainability: The ability for developers to explain in plain language how their data will be used.73 

Generalizability: The accuracy with which results or findings can be transferred to other situations or people 
outside of those originally studied.74 

Good Machine Learning Practices (GMLP): AI/ML best practices (such as those for data management or 
evaluation), analogous to good software engineering practices or quality system practices.75 

Machine learning (ML): An AI technique that can be used to design and train software algorithms to learn 
from and act on data. These algorithms can be “locked,” so that their function does not change, or “adaptive,” 
meaning that their behavior can change over time.76 

Software as a Medical Device (SaMD): Defined by the International Medical Device Regulators Forum as 
“software intended to be used for one or more medical purposes that perform these purposes without being 
part of a hardware medical device.”77 
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